Abstract. In this paper we consider a class of cubic polynomial systems with two invariant parabolas and prove in the parameter space the existence of neighborhoods such that in one the system has a unique limit cycle and in the other the system has at most three limit cycles, bounded by the invariant parabolas.
Introduction
A polynomial system is a real autonomous system of ordinary differential equations on the plane with polynomial nonlinearities (1)ẋ = P (x, y) = n i+j=0 a ij x i y j ,ẏ = Q(x, y) =
The problem of analyzing periodic solutions has been widely studied and, consequently, there is extensive literature on them. This activity reflects the breadth of interest in Hilbert's 16th problem and the fact that such systems are often used in mathematical models. Suppose that the origin of (1) is a critical point of center-focus type. We are concerned with the number of limit cycles (that is, isolated periodic solutions) which bifurcate from a critical point or from a center.
Let us assume that the origin is a critical point of (1) and transform the system to canonical form
where p and q are polynomials without linear terms.
Let n = max(∂P, ∂Q), where the symbol ∂ denotes 'degree of'. A function h is said to be invariant with respect to (2) if there is a polynomial k(x, y), called the cofactor, with ∂k < n such thatḣ = hk. Hereḣ = h x P + h y Q is the rate of change of h along orbits.
It is interesting to note that the existence of algebraic trajectories has been known to strongly influence the behavior of polynomial systems. For instance, quadratic systems (n = 2) with an invariant ellipse, hyperbola, or a pair of straight lines can have no limit cycles other than possibly the ellipse itself. Moreover, if there is an invariant line, there cannot be more than one limit cycle (see [3] ). The case of a parabola was considered in [5] .
For the cubic, there exist different classes of systems in which there may coexist an invariant curve or straight lines with limit cycles (see [2] , [6] , [7] , [10]).
The system as a perturbation of Hamiltonians
We can write system (2) as the perturbation with a small real parameter ε of a Hamiltonian system
where f (x, y, ε), g(x, y, ε) ∈ R[x, y, ε]. We say that this system with ε = 0 is the unperturbed system and we will impose for it the existence of a center at the origin. In this way, by the Poincaré-Andronov Theorem [4], we shall study the bifurcation of limit cycles from the unperturbed Hamiltonian center.
If the first-order Melnikov function is not identical zero, then the integral on the orbits of the Hamiltonian system is given by
where T (h) is the period of the periodic orbit H(x, y) = h of the unperturbed system (ε = 0). Then, the form of the function M 0 (h) and the result on the relation between
